
Innova’s Cloud-Native Innovation  
& Modernization Offering

Cloud-native services are the key to unlocking the full potential of app innovation and modernization for enterprises. 
Enterprises can leverage cloud-native services to build, deploy, and manage applications that are scalable, resilient, 
and adaptable to changing business demands. In addition, cloud-native services also offer enterprises the  
much-needed flexibility to choose the best tools and platforms for app development and delivery. By leveraging 
cloud-native services, enterprises can accelerate their app innovation and modernization journey, reduce costs  
and risks, and gain a competitive edge in the market.

Enterprises encounter the below challenges while accelerating app innovation and modernization on cloud:

• Ensuring security and compliance across different cloud platforms and environments

• Managing the complexity and cost of migrating legacy applications and data to the cloud

• Balancing the trade-offs between speed, quality, and scalability of app development and delivery

• Leveraging the best practices and tools for cloud-native architectures and DevOps methodologies

• Integrating and orchestrating data and services across hybrid and multi-cloud ecosystems

Innova provides enterprises with a comprehensive App Innovation service offering that helps them overcome  
these challenges and accelerate their app transformation journey on the cloud. Our offering leverages the latest  
technologies, methodologies, and best practices to deliver high-quality, scalable, and secure cloud-native applications 
that drive business value and differentiation.

Accelerating App Innovation & Modernization with 
Cloud-Native Services on Microsoft Cloud
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Innova’s App Innovation Offering is an end-to-end solution designed to securely build, deploy, and manage your  
applications utilizing Microsoft Cloud best practices and cloud-native architecture. Innova Solutions aims to help  
enterprises in their cloud migration journey by leveraging Microsoft Cloud offerings and providing comprehensive  
solutions for cloud-native app development and app modernization.

• 15-30% reduction in time-to-market  
• 40% faster app development and deployment  

on a secure cloud-native infrastructure
• Prioritized legacy app portfolio with identified  

modernization opportunities
• Accelerated cloud readiness and Cloud-Native  

adoption
• Insights into the real business value of app  

modernization

• Deliver AI-enabled developer experiences
• Faster assessment and discovery 
• Established modernization patterns 
• Standardized processes that ensure security  

compliance
• App deployment follows the pattern at scale
• Better cloud security posture management

Why are Clients choosing Innova?
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Levers to Accelerate App Modernization & Innovation

Recalling Our Success Stories

• Reduction of infrastructure maintenance costs by 30–40% by switching to the Azure PaaS technology stack
• Enhanced scalability via the use of next-generation technology stacks—AKS for microservices architecture
• DevOps Automation helped enhance deployment efficiency and reduce costs.

www.innovasolutions.com
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Contact Us

About Innova Solutions

Founded in 1998 and headquartered in Atlanta, Georgia, Innova Solutions employs approximately 
50,000 professionals worldwide and reports an annual revenue approaching $3 Billion. Through our 
global delivery centers across North America, Asia, and Europe, we deliver strategic technology and 
business transformation solutions to our clients, enabling them to operate as leaders within their fields. 

Request a customized financial impact report. Contact us at info@innovasolutions.com

Innova’s Cloud App Innovation Offering is a comprehensive solution that helps organizations design, develop,  
and deploy cloud-native applications that leverage the latest technologies and best practices. 

The Offering consists of four phases: Assess, Foundation, Adapt, and Govern. 

Assess: Innova thoroughly examines the current state of the organization’s applications, infrastructure, processes,  
and culture and identifies the gaps and opportunities for improvement. 

Foundation: Innova helps an organization establish a cloud-native environment that includes all the necessary  
tools, frameworks, standards, and governance models. 

Adapt: Innova facilitates the transformation of an organization’s existing applications or develops new ones using  
agile methodologies, microservices architectures, DevOps practices, and cloud-native technologies. 

Govern: Innova ensures that the organization maintains a high level of quality, security, and performance for its  
cloud applications, and provides ongoing support and guidance for continuous improvement.

Innova App Innovation Approach


